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ABSTRACT

In order to improve Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recog-
nition (LVCSR) systems, it is essential to discover exactlyhow
our current systems are underperforming. The major intellectual
tool for solving this problem is error analysis: careful investiga-
tion of just which factors are contributing to errors in the recog-
nizers. This paper presents our observations of the effectsthat
discourse (i.e., dialog) modeling has on LVCSR system perfor-
mance. As our title indicates, we emphasize the recognitionerror
analysis methodology we developed and what it showed us as op-
posed to emphasizing development of the discourse model itself.
In the first analysis of our output data, we focussed on errorsthat
could be eliminated by Dialog Act discourse tagging [JSB97]us-
ing Dialog Act-specific language models. In a second analysis, we
manipulated the parameterization of the Dialog Act-specific lan-
guage models, enabling us to acquire evidence of the constraints
these models introduced. The word error rate did not significantly
decrease since the error rate in the largest category of Dialog Acts,
namely Statements, did not significantly decrease. We did, how-
ever, observe significant error reduction in the less frequently oc-
curring Dialog Acts and we report on the characteristic of the error
corrections. We discovered that discourse models can introduce
simple syntactic constraints and that they are most sensitive to
parts of speech.
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1. Introduction

In speech recognition research there are two traditions foriden-
tifying error sources. One approach we call the engineeringor
statistical approach. This approach focuses the attentionon a sin-
gle metric, optimally on a single number such as word accuracy
or perplexity, which can be calculated automatically. On the other
end of the spectrum, the comparison of machine with human tran-
scripts is used to determine properties of errors the LVCSR system
is producing. We call this the “language expert’s approach”.

Neither approach is ideal. The engineering or statistical approach
is hard to interpret and laborious to implement. Additionally, it
often only verifies a hypothesis and rarely generates new hypothe-
ses. The language expert’s approach takes a long time to carry out
and reading the transcripts and assigning error sources canbe te-
dious and confusing. On top of this, the evidence generated is
often small and may be irrelevant.

Our first experiments were part of the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Center for Language and Speech Processing (CLSP) LVCSR
Summer Workshop’97 as members of the team working on dis-
course modeling for the Switchboard (SWBD) corpus [JSB97].
The corpus was already segmented into Dialog Act units and the
task was to automatically assign correct tags. The questionwe
wanted to answerwas how to evaluate the effect of discourse mod-
eling on LVCSR word accuracy. The work on discourse classifi-
cation was continued in projectClarity at Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity. The setup inClarity [FLL+98] is slightly different from
that in the Johns Hopkins Workshop. The data has not been pre-
segmented into Dialog Acts and the Dialog Act classifier has to
perform both the classification and segmentation tasks. Addition-
ally, Clarity is using the CallHome Spanish database and the num-
ber of Dialog Act-tagged dialogs is an order of magnitude smaller
than in the Switchboard database.

Our first data were “cheating” runs carried out by our team at the
Johns Hopkins LVCSR summer workshop, where the language
model used for decoding was determined based on the manually
assigned Dialog Acts. Our main goal was to determine how to
use the Dialog Act classification for improving word accuracy.
We found that in addition to word accuracy and unsupported tran-
script reading, we needed a ”linguistically engineered” viewpoint
to best analyze the word recognition errors (Figure 1). We present
our analysis methodology and results in detail in Sec. 2.

Later, inClarity, we used a more classical technique known in AI
research. We modified the “input representation” of the classifier
and assessedthe effect these inputs have on the classifiers (Sec. 3).

Neither the work at the LVCSR workshop nor in ProjectClarity
is unique in its use of Dialog Act detection technology. It has
been proposed and used by various other groups such as [NM94,
WKNN97, REKK96, TKI+97]. Both the English SWBD and the
CallHome Spanish databases, however, differ from the more task-
oriented dialogs that have been used up until now in the speech
and discourse community. In the SWBD database, the telephone
speakers are unknown to each other and have been instructed to
talk with each other about a specific topic. CallHome speakers
call their home country and chat with their family members. We
hope that the effects of our discourse models and the error analysis
methodology we developed will help us compare and analyze the
various classifiers developed to-date and that they can be extended
to enable a comparison between different discourse styles (e.g.,



task-based vs. spontaneous speech).

In our Conclusion and Future Research section, (Section 4) we
include additional areas where we think further linguisticanalysis
can be helpful and we suggest methods for achieving them. Some
of these tasks are being addressed within projectClarity and the
different data collections mentioned are ongoing or are already
complete.

2. Error Analysis Tool
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Figure 1: Viewing error analysis as a continuum:In addition to
word accuracy percentages and to unsupported transcript reading,
an intermediate view of the data is important.

REF: DO YOU HAVE SMOG LIKE THEY DO in california
HYP: ** *** YOU’RE NOT SMOKE I COULD in california
REF: do you have SMOG LIKE THEY DO in california
HYP: do you have **** **** SMOKE ACTIVE in california

REF: -DO YOU REALLY think CARS CONTRIBUTE [..]
HYR: *** AND THEY think **** ARE [..]
REF: -do you REALLY think CARS CONTRIBUTE [..]
HYP: do you ****** think **** OUR [..]

REF: DO YOU
HYP: ** OKAY
REF: do you
HYP: do you

Figure 2: Looking at selected data:When we decided to look
for the improvements the Dialog Act-specific language model
could achieve and selected Questions, the Question-initial word
do was very prominent. The figure shows four utterances: The
top reference/hypothesis pair uses the baseline language model,
while the bottom pair uses a Question-specific language model.

The task of the error analysis tool was to extract information from
“cheating” runs of our discourse models. The cheating runs were
produced at the Johns Hopkins LVCSR summer workshop and
used the manually assigned Dialog Act information to condition
the language model [JBC+97].

Our tool allows us to select, combine, group and display informa-
tion from different LVCSR outputs, manual transcriptions,and
other sources at the Dialog Act level. The tool also incorpo-
rates alignment information from the LVCSR output and the ref-
erence transcripts. The most important grouping feature isthe
manual Dialog Act classification of the utterance. The most use-
ful function is the display aligning the reference transcript with
the LVCSR output using a standard language model and with the
output using a language model conditioned on the (manually de-
termined) Dialog Act (Figure 2). This mode allowed us to browse
large amounts of data and it showed us e.g. that the initial portion
of the utterance is often corrected.

To verify this trend in the data we compared the error rate over

the whole turn (all) with the error rate in the first three words (ini-
tial) in the baseline system. We contrasted the baseline language
model with the relative improvement we gained from using Dia-
log Act-specific language models (cheating). We found that the
Dialog Act-specific model frequently corrects errors at thebegin-
ning of the utterance (Table 1). We assume that this is due to
the simple syntactic constraints frequently found in surface real-
izations of the Dialog Acts, e.g. the Question-initial worddo.
For the spontaneously spoken SWBD dialogs (and the CallHome
dialogs), however, the major Dialog Act category does not ex-
hibit much improvement and the overall effect on word accuracy
is therefore small. Most of the remaining Dialog Acts do show
significant improvements, however.

Word Accuracy Improvement
Dialog Baseline Cheating

Act all initial all initial

Statement 58.1 58.9 0.71 1.20
Backchannel 78.2 78.2 7.72 7.53
Opinion 59.6 57.0 0.47 1.07
Abandoned 52.3 50.8 7.79 11.64
Agree/Accept 81.1 83.6 -1.22 0.69
SWBD 58.6 57.4 -1.49 3.52

Table 1: Turn-initial improvements from Dialog Act knowl-
edge:We compare the error rate over the whole turn (all) with the
error rate in the first three words (initial) in the baseline system
and contrast that with the relative improvement we gain fromus-
ing Dialog Act-specific language models (cheating). The overall
trend is that the Dialog Act-specific model corrects errors at the
beginning of the utterance (originally reported in [JBC+97]).

Combining Our Experiment Results Into a Single Matrix
Our discourse language model had two goals: 1) to automati-
cally detect the Dialog Acts of utterances and 2) to constrain the
language model to the Dialog Act-specific model. We asked the
following questions:� Does the LVCSR system detect the words that discriminate

between Dialog Acts?� Which Dialog Acts are discriminated?� Which words frequently discriminate and do they correlate
with the Dialog Act type?� Are there Dialog Act-specific frequently occurring words
that are often wrongly recognized?

If we were working with higher order n-gram models, a manual
analysis of the Dialog Act detection model would not be feasi-
ble. We therefore primarily used unigrams enriched with approx-
imately 190 multi-words like YOUKNOW that have been used
in LVCSR systems in the recent past. We used the frequency of
words, word salience [GLG91], and word error rate per Dialog
Act as measures and combined them into a single table (see Ta-
ble 2).



Word ranked by frequency Words
Word Frequency Salience Salience Word Error ranked

Rank by sal.
Statement-Non-opinion

and 18116 0.31816 2 64% THE
the 17570 0.34334 1 27% AND
I 14600 0.22314 8 50% UH

uh 14250 0.30139 3 0% YEAH
that 13538 0.29036 5 65% THAT

Acknowledge (Backchannel)
uh huh 14446 2.17960 1 66% UH HUH
yeah 13776 2.12916 2 33% YEAH
right 3583 0.73160 3 85% RIGHT
oh 2543 0.60609 4 12% OH

okay 770 0.34320 8 65% UH
Statement-Opinion; Explicit Performative

the 8088 0.37340 1 65% THE
that 7232 0.32480 3 56% AND
and 5870 0.32701 2 35% THAT
to 5399 0.26613 5 93% UH
uh 5234 0.30052 4 53% TO

Abandoned/Turn-Exit; Uninterpretable
uh 2202 0.78549 1 32% UH
so 2120 0.71340 2 52% SO
but 1635 0.62159 4 50% AND
and 1490 0.67716 3 27% BUT

I 1120 0.57710 5 0% I

Table 2: Error Matrix: The error matrix shows that the salient
words are often Frequently occurring words and vice versa. Some
of the salient words are really short and are often misrecognized.
The matrix combines many different analyses into one scheme–
it is a compact presentation of the results of our experiments.

3. Classifier Experiments

In the second set of experiments a Dialog Act classifier was
trained for CallHome Spanish dialogs. We found that the lan-
guage models fairly accurately model the length distribution of
the corresponding Dialog Act utterances (reported in [FLL+98]).
We therefore concluded that any integration of prosodic mod-
els with language models has to take this into account, espe-
cially since the length of the utterance is the strongest prosodic
cue available and most other cues are dependent on this one
[SBC+98].

This set of experiments allows us to report what these classifiers
actually learn. First, it became very obvious that the classifiers
can already achieve most of their performance from 30 dialogs.
Significantly fewer dialogs still have a strong effect on theaccu-
racy, and significantly more do not improve the accuracy (Fig-
ure 3). This could be indicative of the type of rule learned: The
characteristic has to be really frequent in the database, there are
few characteristics overall, and they might be fairly simple.

We used the parts of speech (POS) of the words in the input
sentence as the input to the classifier. However, along the lines
of [SS96, GZA97] we did not map the most frequent words to
their parts of speech but used the word/POS pair as an entry for
the language model vocabulary alongside with the standard parts
of speech1. Notwithstanding our small number of dialogs, we
achieved good results; only a few words did not map onto their
parts of speech (Figure 4). In another experiment, we tried to
determine which words would not map to the raw POS tag by

1We used a modified version of [Bri93] and we acknowledge Klaus
Zechner for building the tagger
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Figure 3: Varying the size of the training corpus: A good Di-
alog Act segmenter and classifier can be trained from as few as
30 dialogs. The figure shows the precision and recall of the seg-
menter (the vertical lines in the left part of the figure) and for
each recall of the segmenter, the Dialog Act classification preci-
sion measured on the word level (the lines going from the upper
left to the lower right corner). See also Figure 4.

salience [GLG91]. If there were certain keywords which by their
presence alone would determine the Dialog Act, this selection
mechanism should deliver better classification results. However,
we discovered that the frequency-based selection consistently out-
performed the salience-based selection by a small margin.

4. Conclusion and Future Research

This paper demonstrates how we have exploited computational
tools to advantageously use linguistic techniques in conjunction
with statistical dialog processing and LVCSR technology. We pre-
sented a technique that allowed us to perform an effective analysis
of LVCSR output using discourse categories (i.e., Dialog Acts).
Our error analyses combined manually annotated discourse infor-
mation with the alignment information from the speech recog-
nizer. This technique can be extended by performing more lin-
guistic annotation of the utterances and further partitioning of the
data. We found that conditioning the language model on the Dia-
log Act typically yields an improvement for most Dialog Actsand
that the improvements tend to be turn-initial. Our classifier exper-
iments seem to indicate that the constraints are simple syntactic
constraints, since the classification of Dialog Acts can be learned
from parts of speech using small databases.

Another analysis we plan to carry out is to compare the CallHome
Spanish, CallHome English, and SWBD English dialog corpora.
We have performed Dialog Act annotations for the CallHome En-
glish corpus and are thus able to compare the difference in corpus
style (CallHome English vs. SWBD English) with the difference
in language (CallHome Spanish vs. CallHome English). We hope
that this kind of study will give us more insight into everyday
discourse and its different dimensions. Another dimensionopen
to evaluation is a comparison with more task-oriented styles such
as [TKI+97, WKNN97, REKK96] and others.
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Figure 4: Varying the POS model: The performance of the
models slowly improves as long as only a small number of words
are mapped onto their parts of speech. The improvements level
off fairly quickly but without any over-training effects. See also
Figure 3.

Another future challenge is to include more discrimination
capabilities in the major Discourse Act category, the State-
ments. [MZM98] focussed on subsegments of Statements and
this technique has already shown significant word accuracy im-
provements. During the LVCSR summer workshop an initial
study [JBC+97] showed that one can find different types of State-
ments according to their discourse context. We are activelypur-
suing this sub-categorization of Statements further within project
Clarity [LTGR+98].
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